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ANNUAL REPORT
Since 1910: Today, Tomorrow, Together

2018 Leadership
Annual Report Message

Message from Board President Bruce Bushwick
On behalf of our Board of Directors, welcome to our annual meeting! This past year has been both
exciting and notable for rapid growth and change.
Stroll around our Center. You can’t help but be inspired by beautiful artwork on our walls, be
impressed by our building and landscaping upgrades, and be nourished at our newly opened
Café Nosh. However, the JCC is much more than bricks and mortar. Our building is buzzing with
people. You can feel the energy and excitement of our children, the determination of our members
improving their health and wellness, and the passion of our staff and volunteers who produce the
programs that you can only find at the York Jewish Community Center.
What is less visible is that our mission is not limited to our Hollywood Drive campus. We have, once
again, established a presence in downtown York with our I.D.E.A.S. Center — providing education and
approaches to embrace diversity, which is needed more now than ever; we continue strengthening
our identity with and support for the State of Israel; and this year, we will brand a new high-quality
early childhood education school at our yet-to-be-named South Branch (in Jacobus). The interest
and commitment by donors has been phenomenal. The need for this important resource is great.
These initiatives could not be possible without our talented management team and staff, led by
our president and CEO, Dani Fessler. We are very grateful for their dedication to our members and
community.
We do not take for granted that revenue from membership dues is not enough to support
the excellent programming we enjoy and to serve the community, especially the families and
individuals who need scholarship assistance. To our donors, partners, and foundations, thank you
for helping us bring our mission to life.
Our work will never be completed, but neither will our efforts. Our sign out front proudly proclaims,
“Everyone is Welcome.” Overwhelmingly, our members have responded by sharing our vision that is
so central to Jewish culture, and helping the JCC aspire to be:
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•

A center for family life

•

A leader in providing education, wellness, culture, and recreation

•

A home that celebrates the diversity of the communities we serve in an inclusive, welcoming,
and spirited environment.

Message from CEO Dani Fessler
I joined the JCC family a little over a year ago and found a warm, caring community of
generous people that loved this place and are committed to improving it. I found a
professional organization that is central to the Jewish community of York County and
influential to the entire community in various aspects of life.
With lots of positive energy and an excellent team that’s loyal to the vision and
mission of the J, we worked, this year, on laying out a strategic plan for the next four
years.
• We are building a new branch for early childhood education in the southern part
of the county that will serve 100 more children.
• We opened a resource center and work environment in Downtown York that
focuses on diversity, inclusion, equity, and social change in order to influence
and support changes that will better the quality of life for everyone in our
community.
• We opened a new café that became our very own “Town Square,” and art
galleries that present local artists’ pieces.
• We expanded the Jewish cultural activities and strengthened our affinity to
Israel.
This annual report reflects the dynamic actions of our JCC and the important role it
plays in strengthening the Jewish community in York. The unique model of our JCC has
become a link between different groups in the community and is central in creating a
tolerant, safe, and accepting environment to everyone.
Thank you to the members of the Board and our staff at the JCC that give their all for
the benefit and success of this community.
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Mission
The York Jewish Community Center creates opportunities for everyone,
inspires relationships, builds a community of well-being, and enhances Jewish
communal life.

Vision
Within the tradition of Jewish cultural heritage, the York JCC aspires to be:
• A center for family life
• A leader in providing education, wellness, culture, and recreation
• A home that celebrates the diversity of the communities we serve in an
inclusive, welcoming, spirited environment inspired by Jewish values
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JCC through the Years
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JCC by the Numbers

Our Community Impact
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New Early Childhood
Education Branch
The York Jewish Community Center has been providing high-quality care since 1951. We are excited
to expand our early childhood program by opening our Southern Campus in the Springfield/
Jacobus area this fall, where we will serve 100+ children. Our new campus will have six classrooms,
providing child care for children ages 18 months through 5 years.
The goal of the York Jewish Community Center’s Early Childhood Program is to supply our children
with an environment which fosters each child’s self-image, curiosity about the world, and ability
to live up to their potential. Children enrolled at the Southern Campus will be learning a foreign
language, music and movement, as well as yoga.
They will also have a great variety of hands-on experiences. Painting, building, cooking, and
outdoor explorations can offer a depth of learning to a young child, particularly when their
experiences are supported and extended by an attentive and skillful teacher.
Most importantly, each child must be encouraged to learn at their own pace and in their own way.
Our early childhood program gives every child the opportunity to excel and allows each individual
to feel important and valued both for themselves and for the part they play as a member of their
classroom group.
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New Café Nosh: The J Town Square
Café Nosh opened in February 2019, with a ribbon cutting in March. It is the social gathering center
of the J and everyone enjoys coming here to socialize and tasting delicious food and drinks.
Café Nosh nurtures the mind, body, and soul of our members and guests. We created a space to
gather with friends, new and old.
We offer a diverse menu, including full-service coffee, soups, sandwiches, salads, fresh smoothies
and more.
Café Nosh is quickly becoming the JCC “Town Square.” It is the place for members and all guests to
socialize and have a good relaxing time before and after enjoying our programs.
“The coffee is full bodied and robust, and that sandwich I just ate exceeds any other breakfast
sandwich around town. The fresh ingredients are so much appreciated. (I had the All
American.) All I can say is, ‘Watch out Starbucks.’” - Jane
“Café Nosh is a great addition to the JCC. It completes my experience here and makes it an
amazing one.” - Mark
“I love the food, the coffee, and the Goddess smoothie. Café Nosh upgraded my stay at
the J.” - Rachel
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New I.D.E.A.S. Center
Mission
1. A central hub for diversity and inclusion information and resources
2. A center for consulting and training opportunities for individuals, companies and
corporations alike
3. Provide a safe space for organizations and programs whose mission and/or values include
equity and inclusion work (re: health, education, etc.)
4. Develop effective programming that will show significant change in attitudes and behaviors
in schools, businesses, and organizations
5. Advocate for fair and equitable policies within companies, government and organizations

Vision
York County is a place where differences are valued and equity prevails.

Location
Downtown York at Cherry Lane

Partner Organizations

IDEAS CENTER

INCLUSION, DIVERSITY,
EQUITY, & SOCIAL CHANGE

A partnership by York JCC & YWCA York
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Culture & Art Activities
The Culture & Arts Department seeks to demonstrate, illuminate,
and celebrate the breadth and depth of the human experience by
exploring the power of culture, identity, creativity, and resiliency
through educational, social, artistic, and cultural experiences.
Whether your interest is in art, literature, film, Jewish life and
learning, or Israel, the diversity of our programs is aimed at
engaging you and your family where you are right now and where
you want to be.

J Galleries
This year, we added two art galleries at the J that:
• Feature work from 7 JCC staff members
• Will feature art from 3 other staff members
• Present traveling exhibits of educational values: Israel
Immigration, Children of the Holocaust from the National
Holocaust Museum
• Develop a standing relationship with the York Art Association

Holocaust Education
• Partnered with Temple Beth Israel, Ohev Sholom, Jewish
Family Services of York, BBYO, & York College Hillel to put
together a meaningful Yom Hashoah Commemoration
Ceremony
• Reached over 700 students as part of our Speaker’s Bureau

Holiday Programming
• Hanukkah programming in 6 classrooms in the North Eastern
and York Suburban school districts
• Had a signature Hanukkah program: The Festival of Lights
Laser Lights Show, with an attendance of 125 people

BBYO
• Grew from 2 members and 1 advisor in 2017-18 to 8 members
and a team of 3 advisors in 2018-2019 calender year; currently
have 4-6 prospective new members for our 2019-20 year
• Recipient of two regional grants that supplemented our popup program Fall Kick Off
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Adult Programming
• Introduced a signature food program where we had two Israeli chefs come to do demos and
dinners at community member’s homes
• Celebrated “Israel at 70” with Israeli chefs and free samples of Israeli Food at the 2018 Jewish
Food Festival
• Collaborated with the JCRC of Greater Harrisburg and the Gordon Center for Jewish
Student Life to bring an educational speaker about Israel to Central PA as a way to inform
the community on the history and future of Israel in a positive light to combat BDS and
antisemitism
• Introduced a Fall “Laugh Your Tuchas Off” with over 130 participants
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Volunteer of the Year Award
Marilu Beier
Year after year, Marilu goes above and beyond to set
up and ensure the success of our Annual Jewish Food
Festival by going shopping for ingredients and spending
time prior to the festival prepping the coleslaw and
matzah ball soup. She even sets up the kitchens, making
sure that each has what it needs for day of service.
On Food Festival day, Marilu arrived at 7:00 AM and
stayed until the close of the festival, leaving the space
better than how she found it. As a local caterer, the fact
that she volunteers her time and services to us is why
we have chosen to honor her as one of the Volunteers of
the Year.
We can always count on her professionalism and warmth
around this very special event, and we couldn’t do it
without her!

Mary Chapman
Program after program, Mary jumps in to help out. She
has volunteered for more programs than any other
volunteer and has given countless hours to ensure
they’re set up and running successfully. Mary loves
volunteering and is not picky about what the Culture &
Arts department asks of her.
From helping in the kitchen, to set up, to clean up, she
is there with a smile on her face. It is because of this
that we honor her as a Volunteer of the Year. Mary will
be moving soon, and the Culture & Arts Department
will have a big void to fill in her absence of service and
participation.
We wish you the very best on new life adventures, and
please know that you will always have a second home at
the J.
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2017-2018 Volunteers
Chris Ahrens

Meghan Hayes

Mark Schmidt

Jainy Anderson

Iris Katz

Carol Shapiro

Amy Barshinger

Ellen Kay

Barry Shapiro

Marilu Beier

Kevin Kennedy

Jack Schatz

Peter Beier

Crystal Kimball

Brianna Sheehan

Ron Benenson

Rhoda Klinek

Debbie Sherman

Sharon Biondo

Gina Kohr

Jay Sherman

Barbara Buchanan

Rachel Kohr

Linda Silverman

Fran Butler

Greg Kohr

Russell Singer

Ivan Butler

Anne Ladoff

Bette Spitz

Mary Chapman

Dani Lavetan

Heather Thomas

Phil Copeland

Lou Lavetan

Valerie Tsakiris

Peggy Costa

Jenifer Layman

Sylvia Vandenberg

Amber DeFabio

Rachel Layman

Sue Weinstein

Vrushali Deshmukh

Linda Lewis

Elliott Weinstein

Arlene Domue

Andi Liss

Tyler Weiss

Laura Ely

Gabriele Mack

Mitchell Weiss

Greg Finkelstein

Maggie Manning

Joan Wolf

Bruce Frantz

Ken Michaels

Steve Wolf

Sharon Frantz

Heather Miller

Larry Yankoff

Jeff Freedman

Amy Milsten

Jodi Yoffe

Esther Furman

Alice Muldrow

Michael Furman

Brad Oldenberg

Marty Goldberg

Isaigh Pineda

Tammy Golden

Bob Plotkin

Georgia Golden

Melissa Plotkin

Samantha Graham

Dale Reden

Mitchell Grossman

Greg Reiker

Bob Grossman

Bianca Ruiz

Lore Gutmann

Cynthia Ryan

THANK
FOR
YOUR
YOU
DEDICATION

We appreciate your love for our
organization. Each time you
volunteer, you become a part of
our Mission & Vision.
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Jubilee Members:
Loyal, Long-Term Members
Diamond Jubilee (75+
Years)

Katharine Detwiler & Family

Howard & Kem Mirsky

Gail Eisenhart

Judith & Charles Morreels

Betty Dressner

Wendy & James Flinchbaugh

Susan & Joel Ness

Maxine Epstein

Deirdre Folkers

Jonathan Newberger

Erda Erdos

Bruce Frantz

David Nicholson

Perla Kranich

Randy & Howard Freedman

Michael Patashna

Tim Grumbacher & Debbie
Simon

Michael Goodstein

Kris Pollick

Steve & Lisa Gumenick

Stephanie & Jack Rudley

Helen Hammel

Mark & Ruby Schmidt

Kathi Hammels

Peter & Barbara Schmidt

Shirley Heckard

Fran Seiffert

Steve Heird, MD

Barry & Carol Shapiro

Lynne Huddleston

Martin & Lynne Shapiro

Mark & Janice Illfelder

Jay Sherman

Rose & Brian Johnston

Bryan Siegelman

Fira & Vladimir Kaganovsky

Gregory Smolin

James & Carol Kirby

Shirlee Smolin

Ronald Knaub

Blaine & Peggy Snyder

Jacob Korenberg

Judith & Charles Snyder

Joan & Steven Krechmer

Mark & Judi Taddonio

Maureen Letocha

Sylvia Vandenberg

Charles Levine

Wanda Wandress

Karen Lillie

Elliot & Sue Weinstein

Jonathan & Andrea Liss

Emily Westrick

Margaret Lowell

Eleanor Wilson

James & Joan Luce

Tom & Frances Wolf

Arlene Maisch

Natalie Yates

John & Rene Manzella

Hiroko & Albert Yee

Gold Jubilee (50+ Years)
Allan Dameshek
Lore Gutmann
Louis & Barbara Lavetan
Carla Morgan
Eric & Harla Verman

Silver Jubilee (25+ Years)
Mary & Robert Baum
Stephanie Beddia
Abdelali & Ellen Benharbit
Albert & Eleni Blakey
Mary & Robert Bohn
Marge Boner
Nina & Michael Born
Kay Bowman
Kenneth & Jessica Brein
Bruce Bushwick & Lise Levin
Charles Chodroff
Robert & Karen Deck
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Barry Martin

2018 Financial Report
2018

2017

Program Fees

3,128,816

2,894,749

Membership Dues

1,858,699

1,751,366

Contributions

727,632

374,385

Grants

271,713

292,592

United Way of York County

91,588

111,959

Rental Income

49,606

54,105

Other

117,455

178,528

6,245,509

5,657,684

5,138,325

4,914,619

Management & General

490,203

602,516

Fundraising

933,623

116,354

6,562,151

5,633,489

Revenue

Expenses
Program Services
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2018-2019 Board of Directors

Professional Leadership Team

Bruce Bushwick - Board President

Dani Fessler - CEO

Dani Lavetan - Immediate Past President
Brian Luster - Vice President
Paul Lewis – Treasurer
Jen Layman - Secretary

Matt Scarpato – COO/CFO
Brianna Sheehan – HR Director
David Kaufman – Facilities Director
Heather Miller – Early Childhood Ed./Dev. Director
Meghan Hayes – Fitness Director

Allan Birenberg

Karl Schaffer

Melissa Plotkin – IDEAS Center Director

Phil Briddell

Katie Seufert

Patty Neidigh – Aquatics Director

Jennifer Brillhart

Bryan Siegelman

Kim Brister

Bette Spitz

Vrushali Deshmukh

Philip White

Greg Finkelstein
Jim Fowler

Gina Kohr – Membership Director
Rachel Singer – Culture & Arts Director
Sharon Biondo – Controller
Amber DeFabio – Media & Marketing Manager
Holly Metzger-Brown – Youth Fitness Director
George Kapterian – School-Age Director

Mindi Haines

Sue Harmon – Café Manager

Erin Hammons

Bianca Ruiz – Front Desk Supervisor

Andi Liss
Chris Naylor
Amy Milsten
Alice Muldrow
Julie Pandelidis
Michael Reichman

Kevin Kennedy – Asst. School Age Director
Kim Soderberg – Asst. Membership Director
Kristen Nowak – Assoc. Childhood Director
Lien Luong – Babysitting Room Supervisor
Michaline Blasé – Group Fitness Manager
Jen Landis – Personal Training Manager
Teresa Casolo – Asst. Aquatics Director
Sara Luster – Youth & Family Coordinator
Ayelet Shanken – Culture & Arts Coordinator

